A Barbecue Cart You

Begin assembly of the unit by securing the front tegs to the side
frames with roundhead screws.

A
ll the tools of the barbecue art are right at hand in
this weather-resistant cart. You even have an outlet
for such items as an electric fire starter or grill rotisserie. The original was made of redwood, but you can
use any other wood.
Start by cutting all of the body parts, adding holes,
grooves, and cutouts as indicated on the drawing. Use
waterproof glue and 1¼" #8 wood screws for assembly.
Glue in the wood hole buttons, sand the body, apply
one coat of sealer-stain followed by two coats of clear
exterior varnish. Assemble the axle and wheels to the
front legs and the rubber-cushioned glide to the back leg.
A weatherproof outlet, with safety caps, is recommended if the cart will be exposed to inclement weather
when not in use. Tie a strain-relief knot in the cord before inserting it through the hole in the back frame. Large
screw hooks at each end of the back frame below the
handle provide storage for the cord.
The top can be made from ¾" plywood covered with
plastic laminate if a surplus sink cutout is not available
from a local cabinetmaking shop. The position and size
of the pan and shaker cutouts can be altered to suit those
items which you may have on hand. The cutting board
also may vary in size and shape. So locate the dowels
carefully. The dowels prevent the board from sliding, but
allow it to be removed for cleaning.
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POPULAR SCIENCE

Shaker holder and preassembled
rear legs are fastened to the back
frame. Drawing at right shows how.
MATERIALS
1 pc. 1"x8"x6' redwood; 2 pcs
1"x6"x6' redwood; 1 1 " x l 7 ¾ "
dowel; 2½" x 1¼" dowels; 1 pc.
21"x32" laminate-covered sink
cutout; two 7" wheels for 3/8"
axle; 24" 3/8" aluminum rod; shallow duplex outlet box; paralleltype receptacle; duplex outlet wall
plate; cord plug; heavy-duty rubber-covered cord; furniture glide;
breadboard or cutting board; saucepan; large warming pan; salt and
pepper shakers; 2 snap-on hubcaps for 3/8" axle; 4 3/8" fiber
washers; 16 ½" wood hole buttons; 3 cup hooks; 2 screw hooks;
14 1¼"- #8 chrome-plated flathead wood screws; 24 1¼"- #8
chromed roundhead wood screws,
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